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le problème en vitesses
Equilibre:

Conditions aux limites
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Elasticité
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Elasto-plasticité
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Rappel
Problème en vitesse linéaire en élasticité

Problème en vitesses non linéaire en élastoplasticité 
mais dans le cas symétrique, on a vu que le problème de la 

première bifurcation est ramené à la recherche de la première 
bifurcation du solide linéaire de comparaison 

condition de localisation non affectée par la symétrie du 
module tangent 



Le problème en vitesses
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Problème linéaire en 
dimension finie
T opérateur linéaire de E —> F  

dim E=rang(T)+ dim Ker(T) 

Coker(T)= F/Im(T) 
dim Coker(T) = codim(Im T) 

et donc 

Ind(T) = dim Ker(T)-codim(Im T)=dim E - dim F 
indépendant de l’opérateur 

T est injectif sis il est surjectif



Problème linéaire en 
dimension finie

A x= b

1) det(A) ≠ 0    solution unique 
2) det(A) = 0    nbre fini de solutions si A*b=0



Le cas de la dimension infinie: 
Alternative de Fredholm

K opérateur compact 

u=Ku +f  

1) La  solution est unique pour tout f 

2) ou alors u-Ku=0 a un nombre fini (N) de solutions 
linéairement indépendantes et dans ce cas l’equation 
complète a N solutions linéairement indépendantes di f est 
dans le noyau de l’orthogonal de I-K* 



Le cas de la dimension infinie: 
Opérateurs de Fredholm

A linéaire et continu est Fredholm si et seulement si

1) A a un noyau de dimension fini 
2) A a une image fermée de codimension finie



Le problème en vitesses

L’opérateur associé au problème en vitesses

T = ((Aj), (Bj), (Cj))

est Fredholm si et seulement si

1) Le système différentiel      est elliptique en tout point de V 

2) Les conditions aux limites        et      vérifient la condition 
complémentaire en tout point de la frontière de V 

Aj

Bj Cj



Ellipticité des équations 
d’équilibre (en vitesses)

Le système est dit elliptique si pour tout point      de V il n’a 
aucune solution de la forme

v(x) = gei⇠n.x

Det[n.H.n] 6= 0 8 n en tout point      de Vx0

sur l’espace entier

x0



Condition complémentaire
Pour tout point de la frontière    ,le problème linéaire sur le 

demi-espace  
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n’a aucune solution bornée de la forme
v(x) = z(x3) exp i(k1x1 + k2x2)

Perte de la condition complémentaire -> Modes de surfaces 
longueur d’onde indéterminée



Exemple: 
Essai de traction en déformation plane 

(Hill, Hutchinson, 1975)

Biot, 1965
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Loi de comportement linéaire en vitesses



Equations du problème

Incompressibilité
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FIG. 1. Characteristic regimes. 

functions of type 
* = @1X% --c,x,)W,x~+c,~2) (4.10) 

which are needed to generate a general solution. Note that a further arc of the 
parabola (shown broken in Fig. 1) divides regime E into an upper part where the 
roots c:/cz are complex conjugates and a lower part where both are negative (so 
that all roots c& are pure imaginaries). 

The mechanical significance of (4.3) can be appreciated by evaluating the function 
U in (2.9) at any point of the shearing field (4.1): 

2u = CN-W -o2)3C’:+2(21_1*-IL)C:.C~+{CL-3(~. -a,>)c;](F”(c,x, +c2x2)}2. 

In regime E the factor [. . _ ] above does not vanish for any real c1 and cy, and is 
consequently always positive, being so when c2 = 0 by (4.4). Correspondingly, the 
function U is positive-definite for any incremental simple shear; it is well known 
that this precludes internal deformation of an incompressible material whose surface 
is cemented to a rigid container (see, for example, HILL (1962)). In regimes P and H, 
on the other hand, the factor [, . . ] is indefinite since it vanishes for either 2 or 4 
real values of cl[cZ, respectively. Each corresponding line clxl +c2x2 = constant 
is a characteristic, across which there may be a jump in velocity gradient, amounting 
to an incremental simple shear in the direction of the line (associated, for example, 
with a jump in F”). More generally, by setting iz = 0 in (4.2), we see that incremental 
deformation of type (4.1) can occur inside a layer between any two parallel charac- 
teristics, while the loading on mo~entariIy rigid material outside the layer is main- 
tained dead in conformity with zero nominal traction-rate on the layer boundaries. 

5. EXGENMODESS IN A TENSILE TEST 

The specimen is rectangular with current dimensions 2~7, x 2az subject to a 
current uniaxial stress: bl = Q > 0, CT~ = 0. We examine the possibility of incre- 
mental deformation when the sides (the faces perpendicular to the x,-direction) 
remain traction-free and the ends are subject to frictionless constraints keeping 
v1 = 0. We search for modes of the type 

J, = 4x2) cos Cc1 x1) 0.f) 

Bifurcation phenomena in the plane tension test 

where, from (3.3), v must satisfy 
&-&r)V”“- 2(2~*-~)c:v”+@++3a)c:v = 0. 

Since 
Vl = o’(x2) cos (Cl Xl), up = cl 1)(x2) sin (cl xi), 

the kinematic constraint on the ends is satisfied when 

37 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

c1 = mn/2al, m = 1,2, . . ., (5.4) 
by placing the origin of coordinates at the specimen center when m is odd and at a 
distance al/m from the center when m is even. (Alternatively, the origin could be 
kept central with the case II/ cc sin (clxl) treated separately.) 

Since fir, given by (2.6) also varies as cos (clxl), the smoothness condition on 
the ends is automatically satisfied. On the sides, ri21 = 0 if 

v”+c;V = 0, x2 = fa2, (5.5) 
while li,, = 0 if 

(#n--+)v”’ = (4~*-~-~rr)c:u’, x2 = &a,. (5.6) 
The latter can be derived by calculating li,, +ri,, from (3.1) and setting it equal 

’ to n11--22 in (2.6). Alternatively, the field equation and boundary data for v(x2) 
follow from the variational principle (3.7) with free u and v’ at the limits, where U 
is given by (2.9) and (5.3). 

Symmetric modes satisfy $(x1, x2) = - $(x1, -x2); anti-symmetric modes 
satisfy $(x1, x2) = J/(x1, -x2). Hence for the symmetric modes the choice of v(x2) 
as an odd function of type 

v(x2) = Re (A sin (c2x2)} (5.7) 
satisfies (5.2) provided c2 is any root of 

(~+&r)c’:+2(2~*-~)c:c;+(/P3a)c:: = 0 (5.8) 
in conformity with (4.3). Similarly, anti-symmetric modes are generated by even 
functions v of the form 

$x2) = Re (A cos (c2 x2)> (5.9) 
where c2 must again satisfy (5.8). We now examine the three regimes in turn. 

5.1 Elliptic regime 
As already observed in connection with (3.9), no modes of any kind exist when 

0 -E tr -C 2,~ and 4~~. (5.10) 
In Fig. 1 this is that part of region E which is bounded by the E/P interface and the 
line u = 4~* corresponding to maximum tensile load. Thus, we need only investigate 
the possibility of modes where the roots ci are complex conjugates and 

from (4.9). Accordingly, using (5.7) for the symmetric modes, (5.5) and (5.6) can 
be written as 

Re [(c: - ~$4 sin (c2 a,)] = 0, 
Re [c~A((~~*-~-+Y)c~+(~-&J)c~) cos (~,a,)] = 0. 

condition aux limites en vitesses
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the possibility of modes where the roots ci are complex conjugates and 

from (4.9). Accordingly, using (5.7) for the symmetric modes, (5.5) and (5.6) can 
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Re [(c: - ~$4 sin (c2 a,)] = 0, 
Re [c~A((~~*-~-+Y)c~+(~-&J)c~) cos (~,a,)] = 0. 

Modes symétriques
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(5.3) 

c1 = mn/2al, m = 1,2, . . ., (5.4) 
by placing the origin of coordinates at the specimen center when m is odd and at a 
distance al/m from the center when m is even. (Alternatively, the origin could be 
kept central with the case II/ cc sin (clxl) treated separately.) 

Since fir, given by (2.6) also varies as cos (clxl), the smoothness condition on 
the ends is automatically satisfied. On the sides, ri21 = 0 if 

v”+c;V = 0, x2 = fa2, (5.5) 
while li,, = 0 if 

(#n--+)v”’ = (4~*-~-~rr)c:u’, x2 = &a,. (5.6) 
The latter can be derived by calculating li,, +ri,, from (3.1) and setting it equal 

’ to n11--22 in (2.6). Alternatively, the field equation and boundary data for v(x2) 
follow from the variational principle (3.7) with free u and v’ at the limits, where U 
is given by (2.9) and (5.3). 

Symmetric modes satisfy $(x1, x2) = - $(x1, -x2); anti-symmetric modes 
satisfy $(x1, x2) = J/(x1, -x2). Hence for the symmetric modes the choice of v(x2) 
as an odd function of type 

v(x2) = Re (A sin (c2x2)} (5.7) 
satisfies (5.2) provided c2 is any root of 

(~+&r)c’:+2(2~*-~)c:c;+(/P3a)c:: = 0 (5.8) 
in conformity with (4.3). Similarly, anti-symmetric modes are generated by even 
functions v of the form 

$x2) = Re (A cos (c2 x2)> (5.9) 
where c2 must again satisfy (5.8). We now examine the three regimes in turn. 

5.1 Elliptic regime 
As already observed in connection with (3.9), no modes of any kind exist when 

0 -E tr -C 2,~ and 4~~. (5.10) 
In Fig. 1 this is that part of region E which is bounded by the E/P interface and the 
line u = 4~* corresponding to maximum tensile load. Thus, we need only investigate 
the possibility of modes where the roots ci are complex conjugates and 

from (4.9). Accordingly, using (5.7) for the symmetric modes, (5.5) and (5.6) can 
be written as 

Re [(c: - ~$4 sin (c2 a,)] = 0, 
Re [c~A((~~*-~-+Y)c~+(~-&J)c~) cos (~,a,)] = 0. 

Modes antisymétriques

Bifurcation phenomena in the plane tension test 

where, from (3.3), v must satisfy 
&-&r)V”“- 2(2~*-~)c:v”+@++3a)c:v = 0. 

Since 
Vl = o’(x2) cos (Cl Xl), up = cl 1)(x2) sin (cl xi), 

the kinematic constraint on the ends is satisfied when 

37 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

c1 = mn/2al, m = 1,2, . . ., (5.4) 
by placing the origin of coordinates at the specimen center when m is odd and at a 
distance al/m from the center when m is even. (Alternatively, the origin could be 
kept central with the case II/ cc sin (clxl) treated separately.) 

Since fir, given by (2.6) also varies as cos (clxl), the smoothness condition on 
the ends is automatically satisfied. On the sides, ri21 = 0 if 

v”+c;V = 0, x2 = fa2, (5.5) 
while li,, = 0 if 

(#n--+)v”’ = (4~*-~-~rr)c:u’, x2 = &a,. (5.6) 
The latter can be derived by calculating li,, +ri,, from (3.1) and setting it equal 

’ to n11--22 in (2.6). Alternatively, the field equation and boundary data for v(x2) 
follow from the variational principle (3.7) with free u and v’ at the limits, where U 
is given by (2.9) and (5.3). 

Symmetric modes satisfy $(x1, x2) = - $(x1, -x2); anti-symmetric modes 
satisfy $(x1, x2) = J/(x1, -x2). Hence for the symmetric modes the choice of v(x2) 
as an odd function of type 

v(x2) = Re (A sin (c2x2)} (5.7) 
satisfies (5.2) provided c2 is any root of 

(~+&r)c’:+2(2~*-~)c:c;+(/P3a)c:: = 0 (5.8) 
in conformity with (4.3). Similarly, anti-symmetric modes are generated by even 
functions v of the form 

$x2) = Re (A cos (c2 x2)> (5.9) 
where c2 must again satisfy (5.8). We now examine the three regimes in turn. 

5.1 Elliptic regime 
As already observed in connection with (3.9), no modes of any kind exist when 

0 -E tr -C 2,~ and 4~~. (5.10) 
In Fig. 1 this is that part of region E which is bounded by the E/P interface and the 
line u = 4~* corresponding to maximum tensile load. Thus, we need only investigate 
the possibility of modes where the roots ci are complex conjugates and 

from (4.9). Accordingly, using (5.7) for the symmetric modes, (5.5) and (5.6) can 
be written as 

Re [(c: - ~$4 sin (c2 a,)] = 0, 
Re [c~A((~~*-~-+Y)c~+(~-&J)c~) cos (~,a,)] = 0. 
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The result of eliminating the amplitude factor A can be put as 
Im [c,(cf - 5;)’ sin (E2a2) cos (c2 a,)] = 0. 

Whence, or by working from the beginning with an explicit real expression for V, 
we find the eigenvalue equation for the symmetric modes (taking the (+) in (5.11)): 

where 

Repeating 
with (-). 

p2+q2 = Jr=). 
the anti-symmetric modes the above calculation for (5.9) gives (5.11) 

Equations given by ARIARATNAM and DUBEY (1969), and by DUBEY (1975), can 
be reduced to the above form, which has the merit of combining the parameters in 
directly meaningful groups. 

4 sin @PC, a21 = + 
p sinh (2qc, a2) - 

2p - 4jl* $-$ =- 
2p-a ’ 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

5.2 Hyperbolic regime 

The appropriate real solution for the symmetric modes is 
v = A sin (PC, x2) -l-B sin (qc, x2), 

where p and q are now the positive roots c2/c1 of (5.8). Elimination of A and B 

between (5.5) and (5.6) leads to the eigenvalue equation 

(5.13) 

where 
+(p2_q2) = Ji(4~*-2~)2+(~2-4~2)1+ 

2p-0 
(5 14) 

For the anti-symmetric modes, D is a linear sum of cos (pc,x,) and cos (qc,x,) and 
the eigenvalue equation is 

4tan(qc,a2) = q2-1 2 
P tan (PC, a21 (3 p2--1 * 

(5.15) 

The discussion in Section 4 indicates the possibility also of localized shearing 
deformation in a vanishingly narrow layer, combined with homogeneous extension 
so as to make u1 vanish on the ends. For example, a single layer would be geometri- 
cally feasible whenever the specimen dimensions are such that al/a2 exceeds the 
smaller of p and q. 

5.3 Parabolic regime 

This is not found with finitely-elastic materials (2.2), for which the signs of 
PC&1 - a2) always agree, in opposition to (4.4) and (4.7) jointly (cf. BIOT (1965, 
p. 199)). Generally, however, there are symmetric modes 

u = A sin (PC, x2) + B sinh (qc, x2), 

where p and iq are respectively the positive and positive-imaginary roots c2/c1. 
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The eigenvalue equation is 

(5.16) 

where 

J&?-q*) = 4=, 4(p2+q2) =J((b*-2~)Z+(a2-62)}. 

a--2/l 
(5 17) 

The eigenvalue equation for the anti-symmetric modes is 

q tad (4% a21 =- 
P tan (PC, a21 

(5.18) 

Actually, as we shall see later, the E/P interface is a locus of points of accumu- 
lation of eigenvalues of (5.16) and (5.18). That is, bifurcations are possible imme- 
diately the interface is crossed from E to P, if that is the sense in which the system 
evolves in parameter space. Some such phenomenon could already be expected 
from one feature of the behavior of the functional (2.10). This does not comply 
with (3.8) but takes negative values, however closely G approaches 2~ from above, 
for admissible virtual fields v cc sin (cxZ) with c sufficiently large; the negative term 
in (&I&,)” is of order c4 and dominates the integral. 

6. BIFURCATION STRESSES IN A TENSION TEST 

Our aim in this section is to present a sufficiently complete analysis of the eigen- 
value equations listed in Section 5 to reveal the bifurcation stresses for essentially 
the entire range of material and geometric parameters. Attention is focused on 
eigenvalues leading to the lowest possible bifurcation stress. 

Specialization of (3.9) to in-plane tension (cl = cr > 0, g2 = 0) leads to the 
pair of implications 

~,u*<P=E-~~>>P*, (6.1) 
2p*>p*a>2/L (6.2) 

From (4.5) to (4.7) it follows that for 2~* < ,D the bifurcation stresses may be in 
any of the three regimes E, H and P, although we will show that the lowest always 
lies in E. The second case, 2~* > cc, implies that any bifurcation stress must fall 
in P. Case (6.1) is examined first. 

6.1 Numerical results (2,u* c ,u) 
Since coincidence of the stress and the tangent modulus 4~* corresponds to 

(possibly local) maximum load, (6.1) ensures that bifurcation cannot occur at stresses 
below the stress associated with a load maximum. For specified values of 2p*/p < 1 
and y, where 

y = c1 a2 = m7ra2/2a,, (6.3) 
the lowest eigenvalue t7/4~* was calculated for the symmetric modes (Fig. 2(a)) and 
for the anti-symmetric modes (Fig. 2(b)). A standard numerical search procedure 
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The eigenvalue equation is 

(5.16) 

where 

J&?-q*) = 4=, 4(p2+q2) =J((b*-2~)Z+(a2-62)}. 

a--2/l 
(5 17) 

The eigenvalue equation for the anti-symmetric modes is 

q tad (4% a21 =- 
P tan (PC, a21 

(5.18) 

Actually, as we shall see later, the E/P interface is a locus of points of accumu- 
lation of eigenvalues of (5.16) and (5.18). That is, bifurcations are possible imme- 
diately the interface is crossed from E to P, if that is the sense in which the system 
evolves in parameter space. Some such phenomenon could already be expected 
from one feature of the behavior of the functional (2.10). This does not comply 
with (3.8) but takes negative values, however closely G approaches 2~ from above, 
for admissible virtual fields v cc sin (cxZ) with c sufficiently large; the negative term 
in (&I&,)” is of order c4 and dominates the integral. 

6. BIFURCATION STRESSES IN A TENSION TEST 

Our aim in this section is to present a sufficiently complete analysis of the eigen- 
value equations listed in Section 5 to reveal the bifurcation stresses for essentially 
the entire range of material and geometric parameters. Attention is focused on 
eigenvalues leading to the lowest possible bifurcation stress. 

Specialization of (3.9) to in-plane tension (cl = cr > 0, g2 = 0) leads to the 
pair of implications 

~,u*<P=E-~~>>P*, (6.1) 
2p*>p*a>2/L (6.2) 

From (4.5) to (4.7) it follows that for 2~* < ,D the bifurcation stresses may be in 
any of the three regimes E, H and P, although we will show that the lowest always 
lies in E. The second case, 2~* > cc, implies that any bifurcation stress must fall 
in P. Case (6.1) is examined first. 

6.1 Numerical results (2,u* c ,u) 
Since coincidence of the stress and the tangent modulus 4~* corresponds to 

(possibly local) maximum load, (6.1) ensures that bifurcation cannot occur at stresses 
below the stress associated with a load maximum. For specified values of 2p*/p < 1 
and y, where 

y = c1 a2 = m7ra2/2a,, (6.3) 
the lowest eigenvalue t7/4~* was calculated for the symmetric modes (Fig. 2(a)) and 
for the anti-symmetric modes (Fig. 2(b)). A standard numerical search procedure 
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was used which provided @,u* to six significant figures. First, the relevant part 
of the &regime, 

was searched using (5.11) for the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, respectively. 
If an eigenvalue was not found, the search was extended into H, i.e. 

using (5.13) and/or (5.15). In Figs. 2(a, b), values of a/4,u* falling in E are shown 
as solid-line curves while dashed portions are in H. The search need never be taken 
into P since an infinite set of eigenvalues lies on the H side of the H/P boundary, 
as will be explained later in Section 6.3. 

Included in Figs. 2(a, b) are the limiting solutions to (5.11) for p*/p + 0: 
6 1 Y 

c=- 2 + sin (2~)’ (6.4) 

where the (+) and (-) go with the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, respec- 
tively. Equations (6.4) can be derived directly taking the specimen to be rigid in 
shear t’~ = a) from the start as discussed in Appendix AI. For the special choice 
m = 2, corresponding to artificially enforced symmetry with respect to the midpoint 
between the ends, (6.4) was given by COWPER and ONAT (1962). The limiting process 
leading to (6.4) from (5.1 I) is discussed in Section 6.2. 

We have already mentioned that, in H, localized shear layers are in competition 
with the modes considered in the derivation of (5.13) and (5.15). Where the shear 
layers are compatible with the boundary conditions, they may lead to bifurcation 
stresses lower than predicted by (5.13) and (5.15). However, when both symmetric 
and anti-symmetric modes are taken together the lowest bifurcation stress is always 
in E. Nevertheless, in some instances shear layers may be associated with stresses 
only slightly above the lowest bifurcation stress and there is the possibility that they 
become the final failure mode. A shear-layer analysis is given in Appendix AIL 

Figure 2(c) shows curves of the lowest eigenvalue ~/4,u* as a function of y when 
the results for the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes are thrown into competition. 
A comparison of Fig. 2(c) with Figs. 2(a, b) reveals that the first segment of each 
festooned curve, as y increases from zero, is always associated with symmetric 
bifurcation and the second with an anti-symmetric mode; subsequent segments 
alternate between symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. 

It is now useful to note that the left-hand side of the elliptic eigenvalue equations 
(5.11) vanishes as y --) co due to the presence of sinh (2qy) in the denominator 
(p and q remain finite). Thus, for both symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, the 
bifurcation stress for y + oo is given by the condition that the numerator on the 
right-hand side of (5.11) vanishes, i.e. 

-=1+-$ J(Z). 
4cl* 

(6.5) 

This relation is plotted in Fig. 3. The trend towards the limiting values for large y 
can be seen in the numerical results of Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. Lowest bifurcation stresses for Z/r*/p < 1: (a) symmetric modes, (b) anti-symmetric modes, 
and (c) symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. 



Effets non locaux 
élasto-plasticité

élasticité �̂ij = Cijkl(Dkl �Dp
kl)

Dij = De
ij +Dp

ij

Fonction de charge f(�, R)  0

Loi d’écoulement Dp
ij = �

@f

@�

� � 0 , f  0 and �ḟ = 0

Loi d’écrouissage ṗ = �
@f

@R


